Oscar Broker Newsletter: June 2018

Hi Jessica,
Welcome to our Oscar Broker Newsletter! We understand that health insurance can be complicated and we
want to help make it simple for you to serve your Oscar clients. This is an outlet for updates, news and
insights from inside the walls of Oscar.

BUSINESS UPDATE


CA small group launch: As of 6/1, Oscar began offering small business health insurance in
Los Angeles & Orange County. Our small group portfolio of 17 EPO plans range across metal
tiers, and feature varying balances of copay-based and coinsurance-based benefits to meet all
employee needs. New groups may start coverage on the 1st or 15th of any month. You can learn
more about our small group plans in LA and OC here.



NJ rate reduction: As of 7/1, Oscar will be reducing small group rates in NJ, making our
premiums even more competitive against plans with similar benefits! This is the result of our
continued investment in new efficiencies that maintain low costs for your clients. You can find
these rates on HealthConnect and other quoting platforms.

MEMBER EXPERIENCE UPDATE


Granting HIPAA authorization has just gotten way easier! Members are now able to complete
HIPAA authorizations directly from their web account. They’ll be able to fill and submit the form
with just a couple clicks to authorize a family member, friend, or you, their broker, to discuss their

health information with their Concierge. You can share this link with your clients to get them
started!


CVS pharmacy update: As of 5/1, CA and OH members who currently get 90-day prescription
refills at non-CVS pharmacies will no longer be able to refill their 90-day prescriptions there. If
they want to continue getting 90-day prescriptions, they will need to refill at a CVS pharmacy.
Members can continue to refill their prescription at their current pharmacy, but only for 30-day
refills.

For further questions and to learn more, schedule a call with your local Sales Executive
or check-out our Broker FAQ here.

OSCAR IN THE NEWS
We're honored that Oscar was featured on
CNBC’s list of the 50 top private companies
transforming an industry.
LEARN MORE
Oscar Insurance
295 Lafayette Street, 6th Floor
New York, NY 10012

OSCAR INSIGHTS
Hear from our CTO Alan Warren on Oscar's
new claims system and how it will improve the
consumer experience.
LEARN MORE

